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Abstract—We present an approach to diversify entity search
by utilizing semantics present and inferred from the initial
entity search results. Our approach makes use of ontologies
and independent component analysis of the entity descriptions to
reveal direct and latent semantic connections between the entities
present in the initial search results. The semantic connections
are then used to sample a set of diverse entities. We empirically
demonstrate the performance of our approach through retrieval
experiments that use a real-world dataset composed from four
entity databases. The results indicate that our approach signiﬁcantly improves both diversity and effectiveness of entity search.

set of relevant entities with fewer matching criteria to have
lower ranks and therefore lead to users easily disregarding
these entities. In our example, entities described only via
the concept ‘sundial’ could be ranked lower and ignored by
the user even though still highly relevant for the information
need. This phenomenon, called over specialisation, may reduce
users’ satisfaction with the retrieval results [14].
A promising solution to the over-specialisation problem
is diversiﬁcation of search results [1]. The basic premise of
search result diversiﬁcation is that the relevance of a set of
documents or entities depends not only on the individual
relevance of its members but also on how they relate to one
another. Diversiﬁcation methods are designed to increase the
variety at the top of the result list by representing various
aspects and interests expressed in a query. While diversiﬁcation has recently become a popular research topic in the
information retrieval community [1], entity search imposes
additional challenges for diversiﬁcation. The limited size,
structured data, semantic heterogeneity, and over-specialisation
of the initial results require advanced diversiﬁcation methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A signiﬁcant proportion of Web searches are directed toward
ﬁnding information about entities. Good examples of entities
are databases managing information about products, points
of interest, or artefacts – e.g., books, music, or images.
Entity data on the Web are often accompanied with structured annotation that describes information such as authors,
locations, or subject matter related to each entity. Therefore,
entity search features speciﬁc challenges that set it apart from
conventional Web search: 1) the entity collections are limited
in size, 2) entities are often described with semantically similar
but syntactically heterogeneous vocabulary, and 3) the user’s
information needs are often focused not on a single type of
entity but on a set of related alternatives. As a consequence,
standard information retrieval results in low recall and in
entities that represent a limited set of subtopics, forcing the
user to sift through a large number of irrelevant entities and
miss many relevant ones [8].
For example, a user looking for information about entities
when visiting a museum would limit the search to the collection speciﬁc to that particular museum and apply a variety
of preferences characterising his or her tastes [18], [22], [16],
[20]. For example, a user interested in natural sciences could
specify her information needs by choosing to view entities
associated with ‘scientiﬁc instruments’, ‘astronomy’, and ‘natural sciences’. Conventional information retrieval, however,
could lead the user to miss entities related to similar but
not exactly matching entities, such as entities annotated with
the concepts ‘astronomers’ (referring to scientists practising
astronomy) and ‘sundials’ (a reference to a speciﬁc kind of
scientiﬁc instrument related to astronomy).
Furthermore, conventional information retrieval methods
could give a high ranking to entities that match several directly
observable criteria – say, entities described in terms of the
concepts ‘astronomy’ and ‘astronomers’. This could cause a
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We contribute a three-phase retrieval method to respond to
these challenges. First, we employ ontology-based reasoning
that allows semantic matching to increase recall of entity
search. Second, we employ independent component analysis
(ICA) to detect latent grouping of the entities in the result set.
As opposed to similarity-based clustering, our approach makes
use of higher-level statistics to detect latent variables shared
by the entities and form groups of entities that are maximally
independent from each other. This allows diversiﬁcation based
on latent structures and maximises independence, with measurement of diversity rather than similarity computed only on
the basis of directly observable features. Third, we sample
the most relevant entities from each independent component,
thus providing a diversiﬁed view of results to the end user.
We report results from laboratory experiments wherein a
comprehensive real-life dataset was used in evaluation of our
approach. We show that our approach increases the diversity of
the entity search results and even improves the effectiveness
of entity search. Because of the separate retrieval and postdiversiﬁcation steps, our approach is also efﬁcient and, on
average, requires less than one second of computation for a
resulting entity set.
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diversiﬁcation can lead to signiﬁcant improvements in both
efﬁciency and the diversity of the entity search results. To our
knowledge, our work is the ﬁrst to examine simultaneously
diversiﬁcation and semantics in entity search, wherein content
heterogeneity is predominant and structured and semantic
descriptions of the entities are increasingly important.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Most of the previous work on diversifying search results
has focused on ambiguous and under-speciﬁed queries. The
promise of diversiﬁcation is to provide the user with results
corresponding to diverse interpretations of the ambiguous
query and removing duplicate interpretations [1]. The work
has been conducted primarily in the scope of large digital
library and Web data collections [1], [12], [5], [23], [2]. Some
recent research has tackled the diversiﬁcation problem with
structured data sources [11].
The importance of result diversiﬁcation was recognised
already in early studies of information retrieval [6], but has
been widely research only recently. but has become widely
researched only recently. Most of the current work on result
diversiﬁcation makes at best only tacit use of the topics of the
query or documents, and diversiﬁcation occurs by way of similarity functions or conditional relevance distributions deﬁned
over documents [6], [26], [9] or through user feedback [17].
Our approach focuses on detecting independent components
that are explained by latent variables. This allows us to detect
relevant clusters of entities on the basis of a high-recall result
set that consists of entities and their rich semantic descriptions.
Vee et. al. [25] study diversiﬁcation in the context of structured data. Their key idea is to select a set of entities that are as
diverse as possible according to a lexicographical ordering of
features. The authors apply post-processing to retrieved results
and offer two algorithms that directly take diversiﬁcation into
account. As the lexicographical preferences are known in
advance and directly used in the problem formulation, their
approach is a form of explicit diversiﬁcation. Agrawal et. al.
[1] point out that the notion of relevance is suppressed in the
above-mentioned work, since the objective is to select entities
that are distinct from one another, but that the method seems
to work well for structured domains. In [10], the focus is on
developing a framework of evaluation that takes into account
both novelty and diversity and wherein questions and answers
are treated as sets of information nuggets and relevance is
a function of the nuggets contained in the questions and the
answers. We apply a similar idea in our evaluation by sampling
entities from clusters and evaluating the performance against
the combined relevance assessments.
A promising way of coping with the over-specialisation
problem involves grouping of the results [13]. A recent work
by Carpinento [7] shows that diversiﬁcation of top hits is
more useful for quick coverage of distinct subtopics whereas
clustering is better for full retrieval of individual subtopics,
with a better balance in performance achieved through generation of multiple subsets of diverse search results. This is in
line with our results and shows that when queries grow large
(e.g., because of a semantic query or document expansion)
and may contain many diverse entries, clustering performs
well. Carpinento also concluded that there is little scope
for improvement over the search engine baseline unless we
are interested in strict full-subtopic retrieval. However, we
found that when the search is recall-oriented, semantics and

III. S EMANTIC S EARCH AND D IVERSIFICATION
We present a three-phase method for semantic entity search
diversiﬁcation that combines ontology-based reasoning and
retrieval with post-retrieval diversiﬁcation that employs independent component analysis. An initial ranking is performed
through retrieval of the results using a vector space model
(VSM) for information retrieval in a triple-space [19]. Postretrieval diversiﬁcation is then performed for the top-ranked
entities in the initial result set. This ensures that the diversiﬁcation is based on the features of the entities that are relevant
for the initial information need get a high ranking and limits
the number of entities and features thereof to be analysed in
the post-retrieval step.
A. Data Representation and Indexing
We represent the entities by using the RDF(S) [4] language,
which has become a de facto language for representation
of entities on the Semantic Web. An example of an entity
description from a collection of the Museo Galileo is shown
in Figure 1. The entity description consists of literal values
and values referring to ontologies that are used in reasoning.
This allows reduction of sparseness between the representation
of the queries and the representation of the entities. The
ontologies are represented in RDF, and we index entities after
a reasoning step. In other words, in the indexing phase we use
a knowledge base that has gone through deductive reasoning in
accordance with the RDF(S) semantics. The RDF(S) reasoning
is performed by computing of the closure of an RDF input
graph under the RDF(S) semantics with Horst partial closure
that keeps the RDF(S) reasoning decidable [24].
In the indexing phase, the entities are represented as feature
vectors in the Euclidean space. We use the RDF triple as an
indexing unit and tokenise and stem the words in the literal
ﬁelds by using Porter stemming.
The indexing of the entities and the triples in the deductive closures of their descriptions are represented as vectors
describing the occurrences of each triple given it’s property
p. Now the vectors indexing the triples are created for each
property as Vp = (w1 , ..., wk ), where k is the number of all
original and deduced triples for which the property p holds.
B. Initial Ranking
We use the tf − idf weighting over the triples as described
in [19]. Intuitively, the triples higher in the hierarchy accrue
more occurrences through reasoning and their tf value will
be higher, but their weight is reduced by the idf . This allows
the popularity of a concept in the annotations to reﬂect the
weighting of the triples [21]. For the most general match,
where the property would be rdf:Property, the resulting vector
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space would be weighted using the tf − idf weights for all
concepts used for indexing, because it is the most general
property. In this way, the heuristic for approximation of the
triple’s importance would be much lower than in the case
wherein only the object that matches a speciﬁc property is
used.
In the vector model, the triple vectors can be used for
computation of the degree of similarity between each entity
O stored in the system and the search criteria Q. The vector
model evaluates the similarity between the vector representing
an individual entity VOj and the search criteria VQ . We
reformulate the cosine similarity to take into account the set
of vector spaces as suggested in [3], one for each property
instead of using only one vector space for all of the triples:
k
i=1 vi,jp · vi,qp
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Because both the mixing matrix and the independent components are unknown, the model is required to estimate both
A and S. In the case of a single row, given the model and
the triples x1 , . . . , xn of the random vector x, the task is to
estimate both the mixing matrix A and the sources s. After
estimation of matrix A, we can compute its inverse W , and
obtain the independent components by s = W x. We assign
the entity to a component in accordance with the magnitude
of the recovered source signal. These components are clusters
that consist of the entities assigned to them.
Mixing matrix A can be estimated from looking for maximally non-Gaussian variables. This can be detected via adaptive calculation of the w vectors in W by estimation of
the independence using, for example, mutual information or
negentropy and setting up of a contrast function that either
minimises mutual information or maximises negentropy [15].

(1)

We used the FastICA [15], an efﬁcient ICA algorithm that
has a fast convergence making it practical for our purpose that
requires online performance. The hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
was used as the contrast function to maximise negentropy. In
preprocessing steps we ﬁrst centre the data (force to zeromean) and then whiten the data (force to uncorrelated components) and reduce the dimensionality by principal component
analysis (PCA). Whitening ensures that all dimensions are
treated equally by removing any correlations in the data. This
is computationally demanding, but, because of the initially
ranked matrix X, can be done in less than 0.5 seconds on a
standard desktop machine. We use the eigenvalue ﬁlter value
of 98% which means that after the PCA sorts the eigenvalues,
the ﬁrst highest eigenvalues, whose sum is above 98% of all of
the eigenvalues are used. Additionally ICA must be provided
with the maximum number of components desired, which we
set to 10 after experimenting with the actual data. The contrast
function value was set to a = 1.

where k is the total number of triples in each vector space p,
j is an index for an entity, q is an index for a search criteria, i
is an index for a triple, and p is an index for a property vector
space.
C. Post-retrieval Diversiﬁcation
The VSM gives us a one-dimensional ranking of the entities
but is unable to detect whether the entities in the ranked
list have latent connections that group them together and
distinguish them from other entities. On the basis of latent
grouping, results can then be diversiﬁed via sampling of
entities from these groups. We apply ICA to obtain these latent
connections [15]. We store the subset of matching columns
and rows of the initial matrix used by the VSM into a new
triple-entity matrix X.
We store only the weights w for matching triples and entities
for which the cosine similarity is greater than 0: in other
words, we store those triples that matched the query and
elements within any of the entities.
The entities do not need to share any triples directly: ICA
deﬁnes a generative model for the observed multivariate data
that can reveal latent connections between the entities. In the
model, the data variables are assumed to be linear mixtures of
unknown latent variables, and the mixing is also unknown. The
latent variables are assumed to be non Gaussian and mutually
independent, and they, therefore, are called the independent
components of the observed data [15]. These independent
components can be found by the means of ICA. Formally,
the ICA model [15] can be deﬁned as:
X = AS,

The values for the contrast function and the eigenvalue ﬁlter
were chosen over 1,000 runs, with different conﬁgurations,
and choice of those values minimising the variance for the
average entities assigned for the components. This was done
because, in view of the purpose of the application, it was
deemed desirable to produce components that are as even-sized
as possible. Testing for the contrast function was done in 0.1sized increments from 1.0 to 2.0 and for the eigenvalue ﬁlter in
half-a-percentage-point-sized steps from 90 to 100. Using this
procedure and these settings, we are able to keep the response
time of the system to less than one second with a regular desktop machine. After the entities are assigned to the independent
components, we rank the entities within the components on
the basis of the original cosine similarity values. Finally, we
rank the components in accordance with the highest cosine
similarity occurring in the highest-ranking entity assigned in
the component. This provides a total ordering for the results
that can be used to represent the entities for the user. Total
ordering is also used in the evaluation, wherein the quality of
ranking of the entities is measured.

(2)

The rows in X represent the weights of triples that match the
initial query and correspond to the columns that representing
the entities. The matrix contains only the matching entities and
triples appearing in the descriptions of the entities selected in
line with the initial ranking determined using Formula 1. The
unknown matrix S includes the original source signals, called
independent components, and A is an unknown mixing matrix.
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IV. E XPERIMENTS

Figure 2 shows two examples of the queries, one for
astronomers and the subject matter optics and the other for
points of interest of the type villas, mansions, theatres, or
palaces. Relevance assessments corresponding to the query
set were provided for a set of 500 entities in both museums.
Domain experts provided relevance assessments for the dataset
by assessing each entity as either relevant or not relevant
separately for all of the queries. The dataset and relevance
assessments were carried out by the domain experts speciﬁcally for this study. This is a relatively large set of queries
and relevance assessments for a one-off experiment: recall
is analysed with full coverage by domain experts, meaning
that all of the entities are manually inspected against all of
the queries. Pooling or automatic pre-ﬁltering was not used.
This makes the relevance assessments highly reliable, avoids
bias caused by automatic pre-ﬁltering, and takes into account
all possible semantic relevance – even non trivial connections
judged relevant by the domain experts.
The domain experts were asked to create queries typical
for the domain such that the queries would include also
non-trivial queries considering the underlying collection. For
example, a query including the concept ‘seascapes’ was judged
relevant also for entities annotated with the concept ‘landscape
paintings’ and for entities annotated with ‘marinas’, ‘boats’,
‘harbours’, etc. The judges were allowed to inspect the textual
description in addition to the image of the entities when
assessing relevance. A single set of query triples typically
corresponded to a relatively intuitive subset of the entities. For
example, the gold standard for a query related to the subject
matter astronomers, astronomical photography, optical toys,
and optical properties featured lenses, sundials, and telescopes
but also biographies of astronomers. It is noteworthy that only
a small proportion of the relevant entities in the gold standard
are directly described using these triples but reasoning and
latent analysis are required for matching of relevant entities.
The gold standard for criteria of galvanometers, batteries, electrical engineering, and the name of famous physicist Leopoldo
Nobili consisted of speciﬁc types of batteries, galvanometers,
and other entities related to the concept of electrical engineering but also other entities relevant in relation to Nobili.
It is signiﬁcant that Nobili is related to many batteries and
galvanometers but also to a large number of other entities.
In this case, the traditional methods that are not able to
cope with over-specialisation can fail completely, because they
tend to return any entities related to batteries and electrical
engineering designed by Nobili yet are not able to detect latent
connections between entities that are typical for Nobili but
not indexed as being a kind of galvanometer or battery. For
investigation of the effect of diversiﬁcation, we shufﬂed 40
new sets of queries in such a way that each resulting set of
queries consisted of three of the original queries.
The rationale was to force various types of results in the
result set and measure whether our diversiﬁcation method
would detect the subgroups automatically. This shufﬂing was
done separately for site-speciﬁc collections and for the pointof-interest collection. We also combined the corresponding

We conducted a set of experiments to determine the retrieval
performance of the methods. We measured two elements:
1) whether the usage of independent component analysis
maintained or improved the overall performance of entity
search while at the same time introducing diversity in the
results and 2) whether the performance was dependent on the
higher recall enabled by the ontology-based reasoning. We
used a 2 × 2 experimental design. The ﬁrst condition was
whether the ontology-based reasoning was used or not. The
second condition involved whether independent component
analysis was used or not.
A. Data
We used a dataset of slightly over 1,000 entities in the
domain of cultural heritage. The entities have high quality
structured annotations. The dataset consists of descriptions
of entities such as museum items, including artwork, ﬁne
arts items, and scientiﬁc instruments, along with points of
interest, such as visit spots, statues, and museums. The data
were obtained from the Museo Galileo in Florence, Italy, and
from Heritage Malta. While limited in size when compared to
a traditional information retrieval benchmark collection, our
collection is complete and contains all the entities exhibited in
the museums and all cultural-heritage-related points of interest
that exist for two cities. In this sense, it is comprehensive
and realistic and can be used for evaluation of the methods
for meeting real information needs. The entity annotations
utilise the Dublin Core properties and required extensions for
the cultural heritage domain, such as material, object type,
and place of creation of the entity described. An example
annotation of an entity describing a scientiﬁc instrument from
the Museo Galileo is described in Figure 1.
The entities are indexed with RDF(S) versions of the Getty
vocabularies1 . The RDF(S) versions of the Getty vocabularies are large lightweight ontologies that are transformed
to RDF(S) from the original vocabularies, wherein concepts
are organised in subsumption hierarchies and have related
term relations. The vocabularies consist of tens of thousands
of concepts each. Geographical instances are structured in
meronymic hierarchies that represent geographical inclusion.
These were handled separately in the reasoning process
through use of the part-of relations for geographical inclusion.
Temporal data were handled similarly, through use of a handcrafted ontology that has concepts for each year, decade,
century, and millennium organised in a hierarchy.
B. Queries and Relevance Assessments
The query set consists of 20 initial queries that were deﬁned
by domain experts at the same museums and cultural heritage
institutions where the datasets were curated. Two types of
queries were created: general entity queries and point-ofinterest queries.
1 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting

research/vocabularies/
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<dc:identifier> <urn:imss:instrument:402015> .
<sm:physicalLocation> <http://www.imss.fi.it/> .
<dc:title> "Horizontal dial" .
<dc:subject> "Measuring time" .
<dc:description> "Sundial, complete with gnomon..." .
<dc:subject> <aat:300054534> . (Astronomy)
<sm:dateOfCreation> <sm:time_1501_1600> . (16th Century)
<sm:material> <aat:300010946> . (Gilt Brass)
<sm:objectType> <aat:300041614> . (Sundial)
<sm:placeOfCreation> <tgn:7000084> (Germany)
<sm:processesAndTechniques> <aat:300053789> . (Gilding)
<dc:terms/isPartOf> "Medici collections" .
<rdf:type> <sm:Instrument> .
Fig. 1: An example of a description of an entity in the dataset used in the experiments. The subjects of the triples are all
identiﬁers of the resource being described and, therefore, are omitted. The description is shortened.
<rdf:Property> <aat:300025789>
<dc:subject> <aat:300134506> .
<dc:subject> <aat:300211119> .
<dc:subject> <aat:300056210> .
<rdf:type> <sm:Instrument> .
<rdf:type>
<rdf:type>
<rdf:type>
<rdf:type>

<aat:300005517>
<aat:300071272>
<aat:300007117>
<aat:300005734>

.
.
.
.

. (astronomers)
(astronomical photography)
(optical toys)
(optical properties)

(villas)
(mansions)
(theaters)
(palaces)

Fig. 2: An example of two sets of queries deﬁned by experts at the Museo Galileo. The namespace dc and sm refer to the
Dublin Core and a custom extension of the Dublin Core properties for the cultural heritage domain, and aat to the Art and
Architecture Thesaurus of the Getty Foundation. The subject of each RDF triple is omitted, because it is not bounded for these
queries.

gold standards.
The VSM was set to return the 150 highest-ranking entities,
and the diversiﬁcation method returned the top 50 entities in
such a way that it picked entities in equal numbers from each
of the clusters on the basis of their original cosine similarity
within the cluster. The rationale in this setting is that, if the
diversiﬁcation method is to perform as well as the VSM alone
or better, it would need to have an effectiveness equal to
or greater than that of the VSM. The VSM only ranked the
entities in one dimension, while the ICA diversiﬁcation raised
the ranking of those entities that were originally ranked lower
in the initially ranked list of the 150 entities. This is because
they belonged to a component that ICA deemed relevant and
thus were determined to belong to the new result set of 50
entities formed on the basis of the diversiﬁcation process.

effectiveness that is balanced in terms of precision and recall
can be useful. We are also interested in whether the ranking
retained good accuracy even in the case in which entities
were included for which the initial ranking yielded by the
VSM was lower. A suitable measure for use to investigate
the ranking along with the precision/recall trade-off is mean
average precision (MAP). We allow self-organisation of the
subtopics on the basis of latent variables relevant for the result
set at hand. This is a departure from the approach of existing
diversiﬁcation measures, wherein the optimal diversiﬁed result
ranking is pre-deﬁned for each query in the gold standard. This
is why we selected the Jaccard coefﬁcient to measure subtopic
coverage (the Jaccard coefﬁcient measures similarity between
sample sets and is deﬁned as the size of the intersection
divided by the size of the union of the sample sets). When
the value of the Jaccard coefﬁcient is combined with MAP,
the measures together yield the ranking and its similarity to
the one returned by the retrieval method alone. The rationale
is that diversity of the entities in the result sets is indicated
by a low Jaccard coefﬁcient value and similarity by a high
value. At the same time, for the result set to be relevant, the
MAP should be the same or better. A relatively low Jaccard

C. Evaluation Measures
Evaluation measures were selected to measure two types
of performance: retrieval effectiveness and subtopic coverage.
Precision and recall alone are vulnerable measures because
often when precision increases, recall decreases and vice versa.
Therefore, a single measure that can be used to estimate
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Fig. 3: The three-phase diversiﬁcation process for an example query consisting of the concepts batteries, electrical engineering,
Leopoldo Nobili, astronomy, and optics. First, semantic search is used to provide a high-recall result set of entities. Then,
independent component analysis detects the latent components. The component on the left consists of entities related to batteries,
electrical engineering, and Nobili, and the component on the right consists of entities related to optics and astronomy. The
ﬁnal result set (in the lower right-hand corner) is sampled by selection of entities with the greatest cosine similarities from
each component.

the performance of the retrieval by ﬁve percentage points
(12%). The results imply that our diversiﬁcation technique
is effective only when combined with initially high recall
achieved using semantic reasoning. The results also demonstrate that diversiﬁcation improves not only the diversity of
the results but also the overall retrieval performance.

coefﬁcient coupled with a high MAP characterises a diversiﬁed
and highly relevant result set.
D. Results
The experiments led to three main ﬁndings. First, the best
performance was achieved with the combination of reasoning
and diversiﬁcation. The MAP for the retrieval with reasoned
data was 0.48 and for the condition with reasoning and diversiﬁcation was 0.53. Diversiﬁcation improved the performance
by ﬁve percentage points (11%). Second, the improvement
was dependent on reasoning that enabled improved recall in
the initial ranking phase. Diversiﬁcation without reasoning
was found to impair retrieval performance by two percentage
points (4%). The MAP for the method with diversiﬁcation
was 0.41 and for the method without diversiﬁcation 0.43 when
reasoning was not used. Third, reasoning on its own improved

Figure 4a shows the precision-plotted-against-recall curve
for the conditions wherein reasoning is not used, and the
conditions with and without diversiﬁcation are compared.
The performance of the latent analysis, a condition wherein
diversiﬁcation is used, is lower than that for the condition that
uses only retrieval. The recall of the retrieval method without
reasoning is signiﬁcantly lower than that in the case wherein
reasoning was used, and precision drops rapidly at recall
level 0.4. This implies that in the case wherein recall is low,
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(a) No reasoning

(b) Reasoning

Fig. 4: Precision-recall curves for the measured conditions. Semantic reasoning increases the performance of the entity retrieval
(a) compared to the condition in which reasoning is not used (b). Diversiﬁcation improves the performance of the entity retrieval
when reasoning is used (b), but has no effect when reasoning is not used (a). Precision is plotted on 11 recall levels. The
values are computed as an average over the 40 shufﬂed queries.

the clustering hampers the overall performance of the entity
retrieval. The results show that the tail of results achieved
through semantic indexing allows effective entity retrieval.
Figure 4b presents the precision–recall curve for the conditions wherein reasoning is used, and the retrieval methods with
and without diversiﬁcation are compared. As expected, precision is high for both conditions at low recall levels. This can
be explained by the fact that both methods are able to rank the
highest-ranking entities correctly, because this is not affected
by the post-retrieval diversiﬁcation. Unlike in the case wherein
reasoning was not used, the condition with diversiﬁcation
actually improves precision when recall increases. A possible
explanation is that diversiﬁcation allows omission of nonrelevant results because the correct associations of the entities
within the independent components convey the information
about the relevance of the entities. In other words, the entities
that are explained by the latent variables become selected into
the ﬁnal result list even though they were assigned a lower
rank in the initial ranking. This implies that the diversiﬁcation
method is capable of improving retrieval performance when it
is applied for initial results for which the recall is high and
features are present for effective performance of the latent
analysis.
The statistical signiﬁcance of the differences between the
conditions was veriﬁed via the following procedure: The
data were not found to be normally distributed according
to the Shapiro–Wilk test. Statistical signiﬁcance was then
ensured using the Friedman test, a non-parametric test based

on ranks that is suitable for comparing more than two related
samples. The statistical signiﬁcance of the relations between
conditions was then analysed via the paired Wilcoxon signedrank test with post hoc test. The differences were found to be
statistically signiﬁcant (p<0.001).
We also manually examined the results for all 40 shufﬂed
queries. An example of the diversiﬁcation procedure is shown
in Figure 4, wherein clear separation between entities related
to electrical engineering and entities related to astronomy and
optics can be observed. The Jaccard coefﬁcient between the
top 50 results directly returned by the semantic search and
the top 50 results resulting from sampling from the independent components produced by the diversiﬁcation method. The
average Jaccard value was 0.31, meaning that the majority
of the results in the case of post-retrieval clustering differ
from those in the initial entity retrieval. This, in combination
with the increased retrieval performance, indicates that our
approach is effective in both diversifying results and improving
retrieval performance. The average running time for the postretrieval diversiﬁcation process is less than a second, and the
total response time with retrieval and sampling included came
to around one second. This makes our approach suitable for
real-world applications.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We studied the question of how semantic heterogeneity and
over-specialisation of entity search can be reduced through
diversiﬁcation. This is a problem that most search engines
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targeted at search entities face, since the result sets can be
described with heterogeneous vocabulary that may not match
the queries users construct to represent their information needs.
We took into consideration both the relevance of the documents and the diversity of search results, and we presented a
three-phase diversiﬁcation process wherein ontologies are used
for semantic reasoning and independent component analysis
for latent grouping of the results. An experiment with a
comprehensive real-world dataset demonstrated that the combination of semantic reasoning and diversiﬁcation consistently
outperforms results produced by the entity retrieval method
without deiversiﬁcation. Our diversiﬁcation technique also has
other advantages over many of those proposed previously.
We employ independent component analysis that groups the
entities based on their latent connections on the basis of how
independent they are, not how similar they are. An advantage
of such a model is that it is able to detect latent variables that
explain the data on a higher level than just similarity of the
features of the entities. The true test of entity search engines is
their ability to satisfy the complex and possibly contradictory
information needs of their users. While our approach improves
the retrieval performance and diversiﬁes the results of entity
search, we believe further work is necessary in designing user
interfaces that are more reﬂective of the user needs in the
highly varied entity search use cases.
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